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There are misconceptions 
around the diminishing relevance 
of SMS within today’s modern 
communication strategies.

Short Message Service (SMS) is 
a mature technology that has 
been around since the 90s.

Chat apps, technology 
advancements, and new use 
cases have lead many businesses 
to lose sight of SMS as an integral 
component of their customer 
engagement strategy.

Here, we set the 
record straight with 
Myths vs. Facts.
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SMS is less relevant today as users 
move to modern alternatives

https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Mobilesquared_GSMA-
Messaging-Lab-NJ_15-Nov.pdf

  SMS messaging is expected to grow to a $41 Billion 
market by 2023 

  2.8 Trillion SMS messages will be sent by 2023 –  
a 65% increase over 5 years

SMS is composed of Person to Person (P2P) and A2P messages. P2P users  
have migrated to Chat Apps (Whatsapp, FB Messenger, iMessage), but the  
A2P market continues to grow, driven by business use cases.

1 MYTH

Application to Person (A2P) SMS 
Messaging volume continues to grow

FACT
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 SMS messaging is 
expected to grow to 
a $41 Billion market 
by 2023
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2 Chat apps have completely  
replaced SMS

https://mobileecosystemforum.com/mobile-messaging-report-2016/

  42% of mobile users still use SMS

Unlike chat apps, SMS uses a cellular network that provides more reliable 
delivery (even where internet service is spotty) and is a native capability of 
almost all cell phones.

MYTH

Even with the adoption of chat apps, 
SMS remains pervasive

FACT
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3 Businesses can easily reach their 
audience with chat apps

https://mobileecosystemforum.com/mobile-messaging-report-2016/

  75% of consumers in Brazil, Germany and  
South Africa prefer Whatsapp

  79% prefer Wechat in China

  Over half of consumers in US and UK prefer  
FB Messenger

Due to fragmented app adoption and the complexities of creating integration 
across APIs, app capabilities, and display restrictions, it’s difficult for 
businesses to reach their consumers via chat apps.

MYTH

The chat app market is very 
fragmented by geography

FACT
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Chat apps are ubiquitous around  
the world

https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/
research/?file=b9a6e6202ee1d5f787cfebb95d3639c5&download

  Only 60% of consumers (globally) have smartphones

  Of these, 72% have internet access

  Nearly all cell phones support SMS

Businesses prefer to use technologies (such as SMS) that can reach  
a wide audience.

4 MYTH

While chat apps have gained traction 
in the P2P market, the addressable 
audience is limited as they require the 
sender and receiver to have:  
1. a smartphone 2. an installed app  
3. access to reliable internet connectivity

FACT
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5 Businesses are turning to chat apps  
for A2P

https://www.itproportal.com/2016/08/01/is-ott-a-threat-or-an-opportunity-for-a2p-sms/

  A2P SMS is almost 10 times more popular than chat 
apps for business communications (19% vs 2%)

To support chat app outreach, a company must undertake complex 
development efforts. These implementation challenges coupled with a 
fragmented reachable audience has led businesses to favor A2P SMS.

MYTH

While the P2P market has seen an 
adoption of chat apps, A2P business 
use cases are still dominated by SMS

FACT
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6 SMS is a mature technology with 
limited upside

https://mobileecosystemforum.com/mobile-messaging-report-2016/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/consumers-love-text-yet-marketers-
are-slow-to-adopt_b_5a5d12f7e4b0a233482e0de9?guccounter=1&guce_
referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAAR584WvREsVNXGQtdn7
nLco0D9Ir-ue_Z7Pan9E7yp86cytQCCr_ookRzj7oEcfu2tzAYDvS0BKqVdxr_370D-dks_D_pK6O4g3pt-
oNCLWK2D-l3cNnWZNoR4RL0Pb4wiIFgj-QDavgrADxUY7oj-oFX5k7xT4HA-ps-7aMdIh

  61% of marketers are still not using SMS

  24% of consumers have not received an SMS  
message from a company

While SMS has been around for years and has proven to be an effective  
tool to reach consumers, businesses are only now starting to recognize  
the benefits of using this channel.

MYTH

A2P SMS remains an untapped  
tapped market for businesses  
engaging their customers

FACT
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76% of consumers have 
received a text from a 
business such as a bank, 
healthcare or retailer
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7 Specific industries favor apps  
over SMS

https://mobileecosystemforum.com/mobile-messaging-report-2016/

  76% of consumers have received a text from a  
business such as a bank, healthcare or retailer

Business prefer SMS over apps because it is not as noisy, easier to implement, 
trusted by consumers and reliably delivers messages in areas where internet 
access is less reliable.

MYTH

SMS is the preferred channel of 
businesses regardless of industry

FACT
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8 Phone calls and email result in highest 
consumer engagement

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/tap-into-the-marketing-power-of-sms/
https://www.textrequest.com/blog/texting-statistics-answer-questions/

  98% of consumers open SMS messages within  
3 seconds compared to email 20% and 90 Minutes

  Text message response rates are 209% higher than 
phone calls (Franchise Help, Text request)

  SMS Response rates as high as 45% compared to  
email at 6%

Consumers prefer SMS because it is a trusted channel that is far less  
noisy than email and less intrusive than phone calls.

MYTH

SMS have far better open and 
response rates than these channels

FACT
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9 Rich Communication Service (RCS)  
will displace SMS

  Future growth of the RCS market will be driven by 
incremental traffic, not cannibalization of legacy SMS

  By 2023, the adoption of RCS will increase market to 
$16 Billion based upon 56 Billion messages

https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RCS-KL-Lab-
Mobilesquared-Final.pdf

Because RCS promises similar functionality to Chat apps, users will migrate 
from messaging apps to RCS.

MYTH

RCS technology couples the 
capabilities of chat apps with  
the ubiquity of SMS

FACT
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SMS is a mature technology that has 
been around since the 90s. While 
chat apps have made in roads for P2P 
messaging, A2P adoption will continue 
to grow as businesses favor channels 
that are easy to implement, reach 
a wide audience and are universally 
enabled on devices. As new use cases 
and technological advancements 
evolve, SMS is will continue to play a 
prominent role.

LEARN MORE

To learn more about Neustar Pathfinder,  
visit www.communications.neustar.
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Neustar, Inc.,a TransUnion company, is a leader in identity 
resolution providing the data and technology that enable trusted 
connections between companies and people at the moments 
that matter most. Neustar offers industry-leading solutions in 
marketing, riskandcommunications that responsibly connect data 
on people, devices and locations, continuously corroborated 
through billions of transactions. Learn how your company can 
benefit from the power of trusted connections. 

PathFinder is a GSMA branded solution operated by Neustar as 
a centrally hosted, managed service in production since 2009. 
PathFinder is a number resolution service used by communication 
service providers including mobile operators, messaging 
aggregators, content providers, messaging hubs, financial service 
providers, and social media networks.

More information is available at

www.home.neustar

About  
Neustar.
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